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Don’t blame Buffalo Bill

Filed under: Wildlife, Corporate greed — Jodi Peterson at 11:38 am on Tuesday, July 31, 2007 

We all know what did in the bison, the millions of humped and hairy beasts that once roamed the 
continent: sport hunting, market hunting, and a government effort to subdue the Plains Indians by wiping 
out their major source of food and clothing.

A Canadian researcher now says that the final blow to the buffalo actually came from another scourge 
— the mindless maw of globalization. The Toronto Globe and Mail reports:
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M. Scott Taylor, an economist at the University of Calgary who used international trade 
records and first-person accounts of the hunt, has found that European development of a 
cheap and easy tanning method after 1870 fueled that continent’s insatiable appetite for 
bison hides, which could be turned into shoe soles and machinery belts. …
(T)he bulk of the species was wiped out in the U.S. in just one decade - between the 1870s 
and 1880s - immediately after the foreign tanning innovation, according to Prof. Taylor.

The “early globalization” conclusion isn’t as surprising as the article’s author makes it out to be — for 
instance, it was European demand for felt hats that drove this country’s beaver nearly to extinction by 
the early 1800s. But the theory does cast a new light on an old American myth, and further points up the 
destructive pressure of far-flung demand for a local resource (see our earlier post “Chinese demand dead 
bobcats“). 

3 Comments » 
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Comment by Robert J Laybourn

July 31, 2007 @ 5:37 pm 

This information has been well known by anyone with some historical bison knowledge. The modern 
bison’s abundance and then bottleneck of genetics and near extirpation is a complex story that starts 
with two-leggeds with spears colonizing the “New World” and is embrouiled with the disease and 
ranging controversies near Great Slave Lake in Canada and Yellowstone and Grand Teton National 
Parks and Montana and Wyoming in the United States. 
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Comment by Robert J Laybourn

August 1, 2007 @ 1:07 pm 

Let me addd that it was only after the mostly European tanning industry exhausted the supply of green 
hides from the millions of feral cattle from the Pampas of Argentina and Brazil that experiments were 
done to tan bison hide for industrial use and personal wear. There was a lot of trial and error in 
numerous venues before an efficient method was found. European tanners had been working with cattle 
hides for centuries and bison hides are significantl different. 
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Comment by Robert J Laybourn

August 3, 2007 @ 6:13 am 

Someone else might say that like the saiga antelope of the Asian highlands in the 1990’s; bison were 
decimated, particlarly in Canada to produce tallow and ‘pemmican’ by the Hudson Bay Company for fur 
trapping and artic exploration. Once the ‘horse culture’ of the ‘plains/or woodland & plains’ natives 
became estabished bison populations began to drop alarmingly — leading to warfare over the areas 
where high populations were left. The Metis’ of the Red, White Mud and Saskatchewan Rivers also 
killed many, many, thousnds every fall. All of these groups became inured to taking only the parts of the 
bison most useful or valuable to them; in the case of the natves often to trade for weapons and bullets to 
fight with or disposess their neighbors, or to try to fend off the dominant culture overwhwelming them 
like a tsunami. Those really interested in the history of the extermination of the bison the ‘biocide’ and 
it’s part in the Genocide of ‘New World’ peoples should delve more deeply than into a single graduate 
school paper. 
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